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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the hybrid order behavior in car-following processes, which was not reported in the existing literatures. The behavior is supported by both experimental data and theoretical simulations. To demonstrate this behavior, the first order and the second order car-following behaviors are defined. By comparing car-following behaviors in the existing analytic models and the real traffic context, this paper finds that a significant amount of the second order car-following processes in real traffic context do not match the models. The structural mismatches suggest the existence of unmodelled dynamics in the existing methods. In fact, the car following behavior is determined by more factors than the immediate proceeding vehicle. Therefore, the existing car-following models must be improved to accommodate these factors. This forms one of the main values of this paper. This paper then defines the hybrid order car-following behavior and prompts to associate this behavior with the concerned unmodelled dynamics. A neural network is employed to model such dynamics. The proposed hybrid order behavior matches the fact that the car-following behavior is determined by multiple vehicles instead of the immediate proceeding one only. This is valuable in providing guidance on the improvement of existing models.

1. INTRODUCTION

The road accidents become serious challenges with the rapid increasing of vehicles, which resulted in a large number damages. The global status reported in 2018, there were about 3700 people lost life from the road accident every day, and around tens millions of injury every year. The main contribution for these problems comes from human faults, such as high speed, dangerous overtaking, blind spot mistake, and alcohol or drugs intake. To reduce the road accidents, a variety of technologies and algorithms were developed to understand the traffic flow behavior [1] and assist drivers, for instance, intelligent driver system [2], collision avoidance system [3], and blind spot detection system [4], car-following model [5, 6], and so on.

The car-following model is one of the particular research area for the purpose to control the desired speed, predict the movement of vehicle, and monitor the driving behavior. The car-following model can also be used in self driving vehicles [7] to assist in understanding the behavior of other drivers [8] and the pedestrians [9]. There are numbers of car-following models were performed, which describe how the subject vehicle changes the relative speed and position with the proceeding vehicle. The earliest nonlinear car-following models [5, 10] were proposed over sixty years. After then, a variety of car-following models [11] were developed that are helpful to determine the acceleration with the consideration of the relative situation (lane, speed and distance with the leading vehicle). A lane changing model was proposed [12] to help drivers make correct lane decision based on predicted driving behavior of other vehicles, such as the distance, acceleration or deceleration, orientation, and the lane they are using.
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The car-following model can be categorized into physical-based models and learning-based models [13]. The physical-based models are used to present the behavior of drivers with unknown parameter values. These parameters have special physical meaning and can be estimated based on the observation data, such as Kalman filter [14], Particle filtering [15], variable structured piece wise linear (VS-PWL) model [16], and Bayesian methods [17]. In this way, it is easier to model certain and linear behavior. The learning-based models can learn a driver’s behavior based on training from the car-following data. These models are popularly developed based on machine learning and deep learning [18, 19].

In this paper, the first order, second order and hybrid order car-following processes are defined. By comparison, some interesting findings are achieved which demonstrate significant mismatch between the existing car-following models [20, 21] and real traffic data [22], when the second order car-following process is concerned. This paper provides an insight view on the challenges of exiting models when the higher order car-following behavior is concerned. Furthermore, the concept of hybrid order car-following behavior defined in this paper provides a guidance on the improvement of the existing car-following models, where the effects of multiple vehicles on the subject car must be considered instead of only the immediate leading one as previous models are using. A BP neural network is trained to model the hybrid order car following behavior, which validates the hybrid order idea.

2. RELEVANT RESEARCH
2.1. Database for vehicle driving profiles in public traffic context

It is important to validate the mathematical and physical car-following models using real traffic data. The data set [23] is used in this paper for this purpose, which was captured on the realworld highway traffic by the next generation simulation (NGSIM) program in the Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration, USA. The dataset contains comprehensive variables of vehicles driving on the specific highway, including the cars speed, spacing, acceleration, position, lanes, etc.

2.2. Individual car-following models

The earliest gazi-herman-rothery (GHR) model [24] on individual car-following behavior was reported over 60 years, based on traffic flow and driving behavior. The GHR [24] model might be the most popularly considered tool to describe the nonlinear car-following behavior between individual cars, that is, the following car and the proceeding car. Then various models have been developed inspired by this idea. The GHR model associates the acceleration or deceleration with the relative speed and space between the subject car and the leading car. As shown in (1) shows how the acceleration of the following car is determined by its own velocity and the status (the distance and the relevant speed with the leading car) in the GHR model.

\[
a_{n+1}(t + T) = \frac{C(L_{n+1}(t+T))^{m}(v_{d}(t)-v_{n+1}(t))}{(v_{d}(t)-v_{n+1}(t))^{L}}
\]

where \(n+1\) is the subject car, \(n\) is the proceeding car, \(C, m \) and \(L\) are constant parameters. Since proposed, the GHR model has got various improvements, which form the family of GHR models.

The intelligent driver model (IDM) [25] describes the dynamics of the subject vehicle in (2).

\[
a_{n+1} = \alpha(1 - \frac{v_{n+1}}{v_{a}}) - \frac{(v_{n+1} - v_{a})}{s_{a}}
\]

\[
s'(v_{a}, v_{0}) = s_{0} + v_{a}T + \frac{v_{n}a}{v_{a}b}
\]

The IDM model is a superposition of acceleration and deceleration according to the desired distance \(s'\), which is more close to the real driving behavior. Therefore, the IDM is commonly used for group vehicle interaction simulation.

2.3. The motivation of this research

It was commonly considered in the existing car-following models, that the driver’s behavior of the subject vehicle relies only on the status of the proceeding vehicle, which mainly include the relevant velocity and distance between the two vehicles. However, drivers do not only rely on the single vehicle immediately proceeding the subject vehicle. There are significant impacts on the driving behavior from the status of vehicles before the proceeding one and even the ones behind the subject vehicle.

In this paper, this characteristics of driving behavior is referred as hybrid order car-following process, which means it might not be presented by a single first order model or a higher order model formed by cascading multiple first order models.
3. THE PROPOSED METHOD

This section aims to demonstrate the first order and second order model of car-following behavior. Then the agreements and disagreement are depicted between the existing models and real world cases, when the first order and the second order car-following behavior are concerned. The structural mismatches between real traffic data and existing models will be observed when the first order and the second order models are concerned. This draws forth the existence of hybrid order unmodelled dynamics in the car-following behavior, which suggests the hybrid order car-following behavior should be considered in the models.

3.1. The first and the second order car-following behavior

For the sake of clarity, assume three vehicles driving in the same lane as shown in Figure 1, where V represents the subject vehicle. V1 and V2 are the proceeding vehicles of V. From the view point of existing car-following models, V follows V1, and V1 follows V2, which forms a follower-leader chain V-V1-V2.

A first order car-following process can be defined as the behavior of the subject vehicle following the immediate proceeding vehicle, for instance the processes of V following V1, and V1 following V2 are first order car-following behavior. From the follower-leader chain, one finds that the status(distance and relative velocity) of V2 determines the driving behavior of V1, and V1 affects V. Finally, the status of V2 are transferred to the driving behavior of V. Therefore, the second order car-following behavior describes how the subject vehicle V driving behavior is determined by the status of V2 (the vehicle running before its immediate proceeding vehicle). For instance, in Figure 1, the process that the status of V2 effects the driving behavior of V is a second order car-following process. In the similar way, even higher order car-following processes can be defined.

3.2. Ideal second order car-following using existing models by cascading two first order processes

This section aims to demonstrate the feasibility of using existing models to describe the higher order car-following processes, by cascading first order car-following processes. The real traffic data is used to validate the feasibility. The first experiment is to demonstrate a second order car-following behavior using the GHR model, by cascading two of such processes. The driving profile (speed and medial position in the lane) of V2 is obtained from a vehicle in real traffic. Then the GHR model is applied to determine the driving behavior of V1, and the V1 driving profile generates the one of V using the same model. As shown in Figure 2(a), where the first order following process shows the distance ($\Delta P$) and relative velocity ($\Delta V$) between V1 and V2, and the second order following process is about the V and V2. From Figure 2(a), one finds the status transformation from V1 to V and the one from V2 to V are closely relevant(the similar shape of $\Delta P$-$\Delta V$ curves). In fact, in the second order following process, the subject vehicle V just enlarges the range of status deviation, while keeping the basic driving profiles of V2.

The second experiment considers the commonly recognized IDM model. Figure 2(b) shows the first order and the second order following processes (V1-V2 and V-V2 respectively) in IDM model. Similar to the GHR model, the transformation of vehicle status in the second order following process (V-V2) enlarges the first order following behavior (V1-V2) but keeping the characteristics of the driving profile.
3.3. Some real world cases support the ideal cascading first order following processes

After demonstrate the vehicle status transformation in second order car-following behavior based on models, this section aims to validate if the similar phenomena is supported by real world data as well. In this way, we can validate the feasibility of the models. Towards this purpose, the data set [22] is utilized. The identity number of a vehicle in the data set is used to identify the vehicle, for example, #1 means the vehicle in the data set having the ID number 1. The follower-leader relationship between the subject vehicle and the proceeding vehicle is extracted from the data set. Then the relevant velocity (ΔV) and distance (ΔP) are calculated between a vehicle and its immediate proceeding vehicle (for the first order following process), and the vehicle immediately proceeding the proceeding one (for the second order following process).

Firstly, some cases are demonstrated that strongly support the ideal second order following by cascading first order following processes. In the data set, the vehicle with ID 36 (denoted as vehicle #36, the same for the rest of the paper) are following vehicle #24, and #24 following #21, they form the follower-leader chain #36-#24-#21. For details about the data please refer to the data set. Very similar relationship is discovered as we did using the ideal models, where vehicle #36 is closely determined by #24 and #24 closely relies on #21, so all of them are keeping simple driving profile as shown in Figure 3(a). Figure 3(b) shows more complex following behavior in the follower-leader chain #95-#170-#166. The vehicle relevant status also keeps high similarity. In Figure 5, the second order following shows the typical enlarging characteristics as the findings obtained in the ideal models.

To make the status transformation more clear, the follower-leader chain #63-#50-#39 is selected where the first order and the second order following processes are relatively far. As shown in Figure 4(a), one finds the distribution of the ΔP-ΔV observations are fairly enlarged with similar scale. All of these experiments show the strong link between the first order following and the second order following processes. In these cases, the existing models do well match with the real traffic data.
3.4. Structural mismatching of models in real world data

While some real world cases support the cascading first order car-following processes, there are more cases against this concept by significant mismatches between the first order and the second order following processes. This section aims to depict some of these cases, and provide some clues of possible reasons of the mismatches. Figure 4(b) depicts the relevant driving profiles ($\Delta P - \Delta V$) of the follower-leader chain #59-#39-#17, where the left half of the first order and the second order following profiles (the sections encirculated) show significant structural mismatch, although the right parts have some similarity. This observation means there must exist other factors significantly affect the driving behavior of the subject vehicle (#59), for instance, the impacts from other vehicles instead of the immediate proceeding one only. Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) show even more and stronger structural mismatches.

Such observations are commonly supported by the concerned data set. It is very interesting, because it implies that by cascading multiple first order following processes cannot describe real world second or higher order car-following behavior in most cases. Therefore, the higher order car-following model should be reconsidered to address these structural mismatch.

3.5. Hybrid order uncertainties

Except for the cases supporting the cascading first order car-following processes, more popular cases containing significant structural mismatches between the first order and the second order following modes. These mismatches hint the existence of other factors that affect the driving behavior of the subject vehicle, which cannot be modelled by cascading multiple first order following processes. Furthermore, the effect from each factor are not supposed to be linearly independent. Therefore, hybrid order dynamics exist in the car-following behavior, which need deeper insight analytic model. A production from nonlinearly dependent impacts from more vehicles and other factors, such as the road condition and comprehensive ambient influences, are needed for reasonably modelling the complex car-following nature.
A simplification can be considered for the purpose of reasonably modelling the existence of multiple factors affect the driving profile, by containing only vehicles driving close to the subject vehicle, without other ambient influences. For instance, the contributions from multiple order following behavior (the subject vehicle determines the driving profile by considering multiple vehicles around) should be considered in such model, whereby the hybrid order concept embeds. In such model, the subject vehicle driving profile should be a mixture of different order models.

3.6. A neural network model for hybrid order car following behavior

From the structural mismatch of existing car following models, the hybrid order behavior is observed. Multiple parameters should be considered to determine the driving behavior of the subject vehicle, instead of only the driving profile of the immediate proceeding vehicle. This hybrid order behavior can be represented by a multiple variable function shown in the (4).

\[ a = f(p, p_1, p_2, v, v_1, v_2, ...) \]  

where \( a \), \( p \) and \( v \) are the acceleration, position and velocity of the subject vehicle, respectively.

The subscript 1 and 2 indicate the immediate proceeding vehicle and the one even proceeding, respectively. In fact, there can be many more variables considered in this function, that is, any factors actually affect the driving behavior of the subject vehicle should be included. The \( p, p_1, p_2 \) can also be replaced by the distances between vehicles.

As the list of parameters in the function of (4), it is difficult to explicitly derive the driving behavior analytically. This paper employs a 3-layer backpropagation neural network to model the proposed hybrid order behavior, with the purpose of simply demonstrate the potential improvement if the idea of hybrid order can be introduced to the car following behavior modelling. Figure 6 depicts the 3-layer neural network with 6 input, 10 hidden neurons, the hidden neurons have sigmoid functions. The algorithm indicated. The Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm is used to train the network. Obviously, this neural network only aims to validate the hybrid order idea. More variables should be considered for more reliable performance. This paper only uses the driving profiles of the immediate proceeding vehicle and its proceeding one. In fact, other vehicles, road condition, even the driver’s driving habit and mental status should be considered.

![Figure 6. The BP network modelling hybrid order behavior](image)

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The real traffic data from the data set [22] is used to validate the modelling capacity of the second order GHR model and the proposed hybrid order model. The accuracy of prediction on the subject vehicle velocity and position is used as the performance evaluating the different models. The acceleration of the subject vehicle is predicted by these models and then integrated to obtain the velocity and position.

Experiments are designed by considering the different driving styles commonly experienced, including speeding up, maining speed, braking and urgent braking. The real velocity of the leading vehicle is used as the ground truth, which is used to validate the prediction capacity of the compared models. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) demonstrate the prediction of driving velocity and position of the subject vehicle. From Figure 7, one finds that the hybrid order model captured the pattern of velocity and position, with smaller error to the ground truth.

The experiment for a speed maintaining process is depicted in Figures 8(a) and 8(b). In a speed maintaining process, the driver usually tries to keep the velocity varying in a relevantly small range. As shown in Figure 8, the velocity of the subject vehicle varies in the range between 25 to 35 feet per second. The velocity values show vibrating pattern. The hybrid model captured this pattern, however second order
model of the GHR method just follows a smoothed envelope of the velocity vibration. Furthermore, the hybrid order model accurately predicted the subject vehicle position, although the GHR model also predict the position with a good performance. From the comparison in Figures 8(a) and 8(b), it is reasonable to consider that the driving profile will be affected by more variables, because the driver has higher possibility to concern with other vehicles. Therefore, the driving profile can be affected.

The third experiment is for the process of braking. As shown in Figure 9(a), the subject vehicle reduced the velocity from 27 to 22 feet per second in 0.9 seconds. The hybrid order model got the trend and values of the velocity, but the GHR model did not. Again, it means the two proceeding vehicles affect the subject vehicle driving profile in a hybrid order style. The position shown in Figure 9(b) was predicted accurately as well.
When urgent braking is concerned, the last experiment was designed. Because a urgent braking process is closely related to the driving habit and decision making style of the driver. The driving profile under this situation, might have more effects from the mental behavior, so from the proceeding vehicles it is more difficult to accurately predict when compared to other driving scenarios. For instance, as shown in Figure 10(a), the driving speed dropped more than 23 feet per second within 1 second (from 0.5th second to 1.5th second). Figures 10(a) and 10(b), the prediction of the subject vehicle velocity and position, indicate the significant error in both models, but the proposed hybrid order model performs better.

![Figure 10. The vehicle velocity prediction during urgent braking process, (a) velocity, (b) position](image)

4.1 Discussion on the experiments and results

From the real traffic data, 4 commonly experienced scenarios were selected and demonstrated in experiments. Significant improvements were observed after the hybrid order idea is applied. These improvements suggest the existence of hybrid order behavior. In another way, the variables affecting the driving profiles can be different with the scenarios, which means it is necessary to use data driven method to capture the actual behavior of the driver (for example the neural networks or other machine learning methods).

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the concepts of the order of car-following behavior. The first order, the second order, and the hybrid order following processes were defined. These concepts were applied to both the ideal models and real world traffic data. The hybrid order following behaviors were observed in the real traffic, where the existing models generated significant mismatches with the real traffic data. The hybrid order model provides a space for modelling the car-following behavior in the view point of wider scope to choose vehicles having impacts on the subject vehicle, which has both theoretical and practical values for macro and micro vehicle behavior analysis. A BP network was employed to simply demonstrate the improvement on the driving profile prediction, when the hybrid order idea is applied. The future work would be the analytic mathematical modelling of such hybrid order car-following model and the utilization in the intelligent traffic system
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